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Rizzo Group Hired to be Code & Zoning Consultants on New Chelsea Hotel
Designed by Architect Enrique Norten
Rizzo Group has been contracted to provide building code and zoning consulting services
for the construction of a new hotel in Chelsea, New York City, to be known as the
“Chelsea Hotel”. The hotel’s design will be created by Enrique Norten, of TEN
Arquitectos, an internationally renowned architectural firm that specializes in high-end
residential projects.

Plans for the nine story/80 suite hotel include roof-top amenities and first floor restaurant
with an outdoor dining area. The unique design will follow all current LEED compliance
and guidelines.

About Rizzo Group
Rizzo Group is one of the leading building code, zoning, and land use consulting firms in New
York City. Known for years as Charles Rizzo & Associates, and then ‘CRA,’ today, the firm is now
called Rizzo Group to reflect the firm’s team approach to building consulting. Their professional
staff of architects, land use attorneys and engineers work with owners, development groups,
design firms, and construction companies in order to obtain all necessary government approvals
for any given structure. For inquiries, please contact Stephen Rizzo at 212-695-5980.
Architect Enrique Norten
TEN Arquitectos, recently completed One York, a multi-story residential complex in Tribeca.
Enrique Norten founded TEN Arquitectos in 1986, where he is currently principal. Mr. Norten was
the first “Mies van der Rohe” awarded recipient for Latin America. He was also awarded an
Honorary Fellowship from the American Institute of Architects (AIA). He currently holds the Miller
Chair at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia and has held the O’Neil Ford Chair in
Architecture at the University of Texas at Austin, the Lorch Professor of Architecture Chair at the
University of Michigan, and the Elliot Noyes visiting Design Critic at Harvard.

